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Introduction

Background leakages in water distribution networks (WDNs)

France

average leakage rate 
in the world

Undermined service quality
(Almandoz et al., 2005) 

Leakage rates (in %) in WDN around the world 
(Laspidou, 2014; Lao et al., 2022):

Leakages in WDNs

Huge water losses

Waste of energy (Colombo et al., 2002)

Different types of leakages (Farley, 2001; Thronon et al., 2008):

Background
leakages

Unreported
leakages

Reported
leakages

Background leakages:

come from slight outflows from joints, fittings and thin cracks 

are 

below detection threshold of measuring instruments
continuous and last for a long time
pressure dependent

appear because of wear and aging of the networks

North Macedonia
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Introduction

High-lying nodes and partly-supplied pipes
High-lying node and partly-supplied pipe can appear in case of...

Tank 

Supplied 
leaky pipe 

Partly-
supplied

leaky pipe 

Supplied 
junction 

Un-supplied 
junction 

Background leakage outflows 

Level of water 
Tank 

Level of water 

Partly-
supplied 
pipe 

Supplied
junction 

Un-supplied 
junction 

Supplied pipe 

... and/or strong background leakages ...strong variation of elevation... 

⇒ neglecting them can lead to miscomputation of the hydraulic grade lines (HGLs).

Existing solutions: e.g., Piller and van Zyl (2010)

Problem: existing solutions do not take into account of high-lying nodes and partly-supplied
pipes in WDNs subject to background leakage outflows.
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Modeling of background leakages

Direct models to simulate pressure-dependent background leakages

(Germanopoulos, 1985; 
Giustolisi et al., 2008) 

 (Chambon et al., 2023)

Friction head-loss        computed 
from 1 flow rate     ...

... or        computed from 3 flow rates        ,          and       ...

... and           computed from       :

... or            and          computed 
from        and       :

... and lineic outflow of background
leakages          computed from  
1 pressure head      :

... or            ,          and         
computed from       ,       and        :

With:  

     : type of leakages

     : level of degration of the pipe
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Modeling of background leakages

Iterative model of background leakages
: based on any of           ,           ,            or           , and on a recursive discretization algorithmModel

Very good approximation of the theoretical HGL

(Chambon et al., 2023)

With (for example) :
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Modeling of background leakages

HGLs along a single leaky pipe without high-lying node

Same leakage parameters αL = 1.5 and βL = 10−3 l s−1 m−1−αL for all models {M0, ..., M3}:

=

:
:

:
:

0.92
0.74
0.64
0.55

(mH2O) ⇒ models {M1, M2, M3} compute
better predictions of heads than
M0, especially at intermediate
positions

(Chambon et al., 2023)
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High-lying nodes and partly-supplied pipes

Handle high-lying nodes and partly-supplied pipes
Method: use one of {M1, M2, M3}, flow rates correction and pipe discretization.
Step 1: in each pipe, find the position xq=0
(if it exists) at which the flow rate becomes
zero:

Partly-supplied 
leaky pipe

Supplied part Un-supplied part

High-lying node
Tank

Background
leakages

... then, in each pipe where xq=0 exists, use
it to correct the flow rates at pipe’s
extremities:

q̃0 = q0 .5 +
∫ xq=0

ℓ/2
qLL(x) dx

q̃ℓ = 0

... finally, solve for all flow rates q0 .5 and
heads at junctions h in the whole system at
equilibrium, using the corrected q̃0 and q̃ℓ in
each pipe where xq=0 exists:(

ξf (q0 .5 , h) − AT h − AT
0 h0

A− q̃ℓ(q0 .5 , h) − A+ q̃0(q0 .5 , h) − c(h)

)
= 0 ,

with A = A+ − A−
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High-lying nodes and partly-supplied pipes

Step 2: discretize the pipes into sub-pipes using the discretization algorithm from Chambon
et al. (2023). Then,

1 find in each sub-pipe the position xq=0 (if it exists) at which the flow rate becomes zero,
2 correct flow rates q̃0 and q̃ℓ at the extremities of each sub-pipe,
3 solve for q0 .5 and h in the discretized system

as at step 1, and check for convergence of the discretization algorithm.
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High-lying nodes and partly-supplied pipes

Steps 3, 4, 5, ...: repeat the same process as at step 2, until convergence of the discretization
algorithm.

At convergence of the discretization algorithm:

all sub-pipes are either fully-supplied or fully-unsupplied
last computed xq=0 is the correct end-position for integration of qLL(x),
values of q0 .5 and h in the discretized system are very good approximations that take
into account of hygh-lying nodes, partly-supplied pipes and pressure-dependent
background leakage outflows.
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High-lying nodes and partly-supplied pipes

Application to a network with lifted junctions and background leakages
Lifted junctions

Original network from 
Ostfeld et al. (2012)

All equipments removed

⇒ the detected un-supplied junctions and
partly-supplied pipes are consistent with the
initially lifted nodes

Global
demand
satisfaction


Before application: 99 %
After application: 88 %
Absolute difference: −11 %

Cumulated
leakage
outflow


Before application: 52.03 l s−1

After application: 41.35 l s−1

Relative difference: −21 %

⇒ significant differences before and after
application of the method.
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High-lying nodes and partly-supplied pipes

Integration into the framework OOPNET

OOPNET

PDM models

Run
EPANET

Plot 
outputs 

Write  
outputs 
to CSV  

files

Steffelbauer & Fuchs-Hanusch (2015) 
Steffelbauer et al. (2022) 
Arbesser-Rastburg & Steffelbauer (2023)

Chambon et al. (2023) 
Chambon (2023) 

EPANET's 
input file

Read and  
convert  

EPANET's input  
file to Python  

objects

Run PDM
models 

Use

Modify
Python
objects'

attributes 

Use

Use

UseUse

Use

Use

Read and format
models' outputs 

to multi-
dimensional arrays

CSV files

Plot files
Use

Use

tstart of a
simulation

end of a
simulation

NetworkX
Network Analysis in Python

Use

EPANET's 
executable
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Conclusions

Conclusions

⇒ A new extended period simulator (EPS) of pressure-dependent background leakages

⇒ Detects and handles high-lying nodes and partly-supplied pipes in deficient networks

⇒ Coded in Python, and integrated into the framework OOPNET (see
https://github.com/oopnet/oopnet)

⇒ Contribution to deciding of the best strategies for optimal functioning and
rehabilitation of the WDNs, and to reducing water losses
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Appendix: analytical calculation of xq=0 for models {M1, M2, M3}

For M1: rM1 = q0 .5
q̃LL

+ ℓ

2 , with q̃LL = qLL(p̃) ⇒ xM1
q=0 = rM1 if 0 < rM1 < ℓ

For M2: solve qM2(x) = q0 .5 − qM2
LL

(x + ℓ/2
2

)
· (x − ℓ

2) = 0 for {rM2
1 , rM2

2 } using the
quadratic and Viète’s formulas (Weisstein, 1999, p. 1479)

Then, xM2
q=0 =


min

i∈{1,2}

({
rM2

i | rM2
i ∈ ]0, ℓ[

})
if q0 .5 ≥ 0,

max
i∈{1,2}

({
rM2

i | rM2
i ∈ ]0, ℓ[

})
otherwise.

For M3: idem M2, but using Cardano’s formula (Weisstein, 1999, p. 364-365).

Then, xM3
q=0 =


min

i∈{1,2,3}

({
rM3

i | rM3
i ∈ ]0, ℓ[

})
if q0 .5 ≥ 0,

max
i∈{1,2,3}

({
rM3

i | rM3
i ∈ ]0, ℓ[

})
otherwise.
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